INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

RNAs are one of the most important molecules from a biological and medical point of view, since they are involved in a wide range of biochemical reactions in cells, as well as in playing regulatory roles. The activity of RNA is strongly dependent on its 3D structure. Various experimental methods, such as X-ray crystallography, nuclear magnetic resonance or cryo-microscopy have been applied to determine RNA 3D structure. Unfortunately, experimental determination of a high-resolution 3D structure of RNA is often difficult, because of the nature of RNA molecules. Most of functional RNAs have not been determined. Thus, several computational methods to predict RNA 3D structure have been introduced, namely RNAComposer ([@B1],[@B2]), MC-Fold/MC-Sym ([@B3]), MMB ([@B4]), NAST ([@B5]), DMD Vfold ([@B6]), Swa rna loop ([@B7]), iFoldRNA ([@B8]), ModeRNA ([@B9]). Computational approaches can be divided into various categories according to: requirements of expert knowledge (i.e. manual, semi-automated and automated) and characteristics of input data needed for prediction (i.e. sequence only, sequence and secondary structure, and sequence and structural template).

The quality evaluation of models in the context of the reference structure can be performed in various ways using wide range of measures. RNA 3D structures are most often evaluated by numerical measures, namely root-mean-square deviation (RMSD), which is a measure that uses a rigid body translation and rotation of one atoms set with respect to the other set by a least-squares superposition procedure ([@B10]), interaction network fidelity (INF) that is a balanced measure of binary classification of the base-stacking and base-pairing annotations between a model and a reference structure ([@B11]), Deformation Index (DI), which measures dissimilarities between structures at the nucleotide scale for both intra-domain and inter-domain interactions ([@B11]), mean of circular quantities (MCQ) that estimates structural similarity based on a torsion angle space representation of 3D structure ([@B12]), CAD-score, which measures contact area distance ([@B13]), *P*-value that estimates the probability that a given structure prediction is better than that expected by chance ([@B14]).

Moreover, visual approaches such as deformation profile ([@B11]), which depicts the conformation differences between compared 3D structures in local, inter-domain, and intra-domain scales, and visualizations provided by RNAlyzer ([@B15]) showing both global and local coherence between a particular model and a reference structure (e.g. 2D map and 3D landscape) and cutoff, which determines the number of local neighborhood areas observed around residues for a fixed sphere radius predicted below a certain threshold can be also applied.

To our knowledge, several applications have been presented to deal with different evaluation aspects that do not require a reference RNA 3D structure to carry out the quality assessment and are available online: wwPDB Deposition Tool ([@B16]), MolProbity ([@B17]), CAD-score ([@B13]), Rclick ([@B18]), Setter ([@B19]) and WebRasp ([@B20]). However, there is no single, online available tool allowing user to perform models evaluation against a reference structure. To fill this gap RNAssess server is proposed. This tool was developed on the RNAlyzer ([@B15]) framework and is equipped with a wide range of new functionalities allowing for easy online analysis of RNA 3D models in the reference structure context. It allows users to analyze RNA 3D structures quality using well-established measures for both global and local quality assessment and visualization of RNA 3D structure regions of interest in atomic perspective. RNAssess offers novel opportunities for those working on RNA 3D structure prediction methods and their evaluation (RNA-Puzzle contest ([@B21])). It should be also of interest of the rapidly growing community of RNA 3D modelers. Since RNAssess can compare any kind of RNA 3D structure of the same sequence, we envisage its future application in RNA molecular dynamics simulation.

METHOD OUTLINE {#SEC2}
==============

The proposed server integrates a set of aforementioned measures, namely RMSD (a general and adjusted version is considered; the latter is calibrated by the particular sphere atoms coverage), deformation index, INF (considering various base--base-pairing interactions such as canonical, non-canonical, stacking and all), solving their disadvantage of sensitivity to local deviations by changing the accuracy level perspective of an analyzed molecule in an interactive way. Moreover, *P*-value and cut-off can be applied for the global quality assessment only. The latter is a percentage of spheres built around certain nucleotide residues for the particular radius (considering 12 and 16Å), with the RMSD value below the threshold of 2Å. The implemented web server incorporates a set of web services and through the combination of information obtained provides: (i) ranking of multiple 3D models, which reflects the coherence in the context of the reference structure, (ii) visualization of prediction accuracy of atoms located in the neighborhood of every nucleotide for a fixed accuracy level (i.e. sphere visualization) (iii) the ability to change the presentation of average values of a used measure with an increasing structural neighborhood (sphere radius) (iv) colored 2D map and 3D landscape that allow to observe structural regions where the prediction is inaccurate for a particular model and all considered accuracy levels (v) cut-off plot that shows how accurate the prediction of a particular model is from a local point of view, e.g. the recognition of structural regions of models predicted correctly (below a certain threshold). A global quality assessment of each 3D model is extended by preparation of well-known Deformation Profile plot ([@B11]).

RNAssess allows us to perform the analysis using a wide range of measures and ranks considered models globally (the results are presented in the global quality analysis section) and locally (based on the concept of spheres introduced by RNAlyzer tool ([@B15])). The user can evaluate and visualize the coherence between 3D models and the reference structure of RNA molecule by several spatial comparisons conducted between the sets of atoms located inside a series of spheres built around residues through an analyzed molecule chain. A sphere is built for a fixed radius around the central atom selected by the user (C1′, O5′, O3′ or P) of every residue of the reference structure. As a result of the sphere-building process, a set of all atoms located in the particular sphere is obtained. Next, for every sphere built of the reference structure residue, a corresponding set of atoms from the analyzed model is identified. Finally, substructures located inside corresponding spheres are compared with each other using a measure selected by the user. The scheme of a computational process of RNAssess is presented in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}.

![Workflow scheme of RNAssess computational process. (**A**) Input data reading, verification and unification, (**B**) a reference 3D RNA structure analysis involving computation of the atoms set of spheres built for every residue of the reference structure and every sphere radius depicted by the user, (**C**) Quality assessment of analyzed 3D RNA models involving measurement of convergence between considered models and the reference structure.](gkv557fig1){#F1}

Structural regions built for selected accuracy level and residue (i.e. sphere view) can be visualized in the context of the reference structure using JSmol in a wireframe or cartoon view. RNAssess supports two interactive plots, namely multimodel and cutoff, where the user can dynamically adjust the accuracy level (i.e. sphere radius), window width of the chart presentation and threshold. A sphere visualization of corresponding superimposed structural regions of the considered models is displayed in the case of selecting of both sphere radius and residue.

IMPLEMENTATION {#SEC3}
==============

RNAssess system is designed in a two-layer architecture (depicted in Supplementary Figure S1). The first one is a user-friendly web application stacked on PHP. The back-end layer is represented by RESTful web services. The system allows users to efficiently analyze data using interactive charts and visualize interesting structural regions on demand. The computational component aggregates selected functionalities of RNAView ([@B22]), MC-Annotate ([@B23]) (to identify base pairs in the 3D structure of RNA when INF-based measure is used), Molprobity3 ([@B17]) (to use ClashScore routine), Gnuplot (to efficiently generate high-quality plots) and Deformation Profile Scripts ([@B11]) (to produce a graphical representation of a discrepancy metric between a pair of RNA 3D models for the same molecule). RNAssess can be operated through the most popular web browsers, such as Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox, Opera and Internet Explorer, running under MacOS, Unix/Linux and Windows operating systems. To ensure efficiency and fault tolerance of RNAssess system, the performance experiments have been conducted. The analyzed models have been generated by RNAComposer web server ([@B1]) as well as downloaded from RSCB PDB ([@B16]). Secondary structures were verified using RNApdbee ([@B24]). A summary of the obtained results is presented in Supplementary Tables S1 and S2.

RNAssess server supports several usage scenarios. In a typical scenario, the user uploads pdb files of 3D models that will be assessed in the context of the reference structure, selects the measure, comparison mode (all atoms or one particular atom per each residue only), atom treated as the center of the sphere, considered accuracy levels and submits the request to the server. The correctness of the input of data is validated. When any of the submitted files (i.e. any model or the reference structure) is inconsistent with the pdb file format ([@B16]) a log window will be displayed including a list of encountered errors. The models submitted for evaluation should be aligned exactly to the reference structure, otherwise only the subset of atoms being coherent with the reference structure will be analyzed. An output consists of three components, namely a global quality analysis section extended by Deformation Profile, static and interactive linear plots and section including 2D map and 3D landscape plots.

The Supplementary Figure S2 presents snapshot of the global quality analysis table, where the results of the analysis performed for all considered models using aforementioned measures are included. The models can be ranked and filtered on the user\'s demand according to the value of the particular measure and model names, respectively. Moreover, a user can display the deformation profile of each model by enlarging a corresponding image. The submitted models can also be analyzed using a graphical mode. Each non-interactive graph can be enlarged simply by clicking on it. Multimodel and cutoff plots (interactive ones) can be adjusted on the user demand by changing the value of the sphere radius or threshold, respectively with a slider at the top of plot area. The range selector located at the bottom of the plot area can be used to change the window width of the chart presentation. The values of the used measure as well as the position of nucleotide will be presented on the right hand side of the corresponding model name. The visualization of spheres corresponding to the analyzed models built on the particular residue for a fixed accuracy level, will be presented using the JSmol tool.

RNAssess server provides four input data examples, where three of them came from RNA-Puzzles contest ([@B21]) and the fourth one was introduced by the authors to present significant advantages of the proposed approach. By selecting one of them, RNAssess proceeds with computation and takes the user directly to the results page. The user can download all static charts presented on results page.

RNAssess server is free and publicly available to all users under <http://rnassess.cs.put.poznan.pl>.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION {#SEC4}
======================

RNAssess was developed to assess the quality of RNA 3D models against the reference structure. The system provides a set of web services that allow the user to perform a comprehensive analysis in a numerical and graphical manner of RNA 3D models. In contrast to the other applications currently available, RNAssess is equipped with the set of well-established measures enriched by visualization tools allowing the user to depict results of the analysis together with an easy access to visualizations of the corresponding RNA 3D regions.

To present the advantages of the proposed server, we give a short description of the analysis performed on four RNA 3D models generated by RNAComposer system ([@B1]). RNA of *Tetrahymena* ribozyme (PDB Id: 1X8W) was chosen as a reference molecule. A model denoted by 1X8W1 is generated as a result of default predicion procedure performed with RNAComposer system. The other models, denoted by 1X8W2, 1X8W3 and 1X8W4, were generated with extended RNAComposer structural fragments dictionary including refined counterparts defined by the user. It can be clearly seen that the model 1X8W4 (depicted in Figure [2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) contains the smallest deviations from the reference structure and the model 1X8W1 (depicted in Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) the largest deviations from global perspective. The other two models 1X8W2 and 1X8W3 (depicted in Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) are located in the middle of the RMSD measure ranking.

![3D landscapes of predicted 3D models (**A**: 1X8W1, **B**: 1X8W2, **C**: 1X8W3, **D**: 1X8W4) for Tetrahymena ribozyme (PDB Id: 1X8W) (X, Y and Z axes correspond to the nucleotide sequence, RMSD value and sphere radius value respectively). Looking at them along Z--axis, one can observe changes in the considered measure values that appear within the increasing surrounding of the considered nucleotide residues in question, from local to global perspective. Here, model A presents substantial discrepancies, which are highly propagated with the increasing sphere radii, while model D closely resembles the reference structure. In models B and C, respectively, structural discrepancies observed from a local perspective are compensated in the global perspective.](gkv557fig2){#F2}

The analysis of RNA 3D models that are globally most similar to the reference structure, allows us to identify local regions predicted with lower accuracy in comparison to corresponding regions of the models globally not similar to the reference one. In our example, the surrounding of the adenosine residue 235 (for a sphere radius equal to 10 Å) for the worst model from a global perspective (1X8W4) is the most similar to the corresponding region located in the reference structure among the four models that were analyzed (Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The increase of the sphere radius allows us to observe that the prediction accuracy of model 1X8W4 (being globally the best among all considered RNA 3D models) outperforms the others (for a sphere built with a radius equal to 20 Å depicted in Figure [3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [D](#F3){ref-type="fig"} visualize the corresponding regions surrounding cytydine residue 7 observed within the RNA 3D models for the aforementioned sphere radii. The models 1X8W4 and 1X8W1 are evaluated as the most accurately predicted and considerably deviated, respectively, from local as well as global perspective. The above analysis can be easily performed using the interactive multimodel plot where accuracy levels can be customized during the analysis (depicted in Supplementary Figures S2 and S3, respectively).

![Visualization of atoms located in the neighborhood of the adenosine residue 235 (**A** and **C**) as well as the cytydine residue 7 (**B** and **D**) for the considered models in the reference structure context (PDB Id: 1X8W, sphere radii A, B---10 Å; C, D---20 Å). The reference structure is marked in green. The above type of analysis allows the user to recognize local discrepancies of RNA 3D models that are globally well predicted and to recognize correctly predicted local conformations of RNA 3D models characterized by a low level of prediction accuracy from the global perspective.](gkv557fig3){#F3}

The modeling accuracy with respect to the reference structure can be also analyzed with a cut-off plot (depicted in Supplementary Figure S4). The best model from the global perspective (1X8W4) is characterized by a high level of prediction accuracy (below 2 Å threshold), but even for this model the percentage of correctly predicted spheres built around nucleotide residues decreases below 50% for the radius higher than 40 Å. Similar analysis can be performed using other measures e.g. Deformation Index (example results are depicted in Supplementary Figures S6--S8).

Our web server is equipped with new functionalities and commonly applied measures. It allows the user to effectively assess the quality of RNA 3D models in the reference structure context. In the future, RNAssess will be enriched by new features such as user-defined alignments constructed between the considered models and the reference structure. Moreover, the quality assessment approach when dealing with unknown reference structures will be developed. We hope that the presented approach will have an impact on the field of RNA 3D structure modeling where even an inexperienced user would be able to upload RNA 3D models obtained for the same input sequence and evaluate their structure quality.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA {#SEC5}
==================

[Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gkv557/-/DC1) are available at NAR Online.
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